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Imagine that you see the wretched strangers, 
Their babies at their backs and their poor luggage, 
Plodding to the ports and coasts for transportation, 
And that you sit as kings in your desires. 
 

William Shakespeare, The Tempest 
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New Routes Integration 
 
Norwich Social Centre, 
Catherine Wheel Opening, 
NR3 3BQ 
www.newroutes.org.uk 
 
Board of Directors 
Abraham Eshetu, Chair 
David Bale, Secretary 
Sarah Gregg, Treasurer 
Robert Manning 
Anne Webb 
Sam Apeh 
Isabelle Vasseur 
 

Finance 
Income and expenditure for the 
year ending April 2016 
 
Income     

Restricted £126506   

Unrestricted £12045   

Total £138551   

Expenditure Restricted Unrestricted 

Salaries £81695 £1075 

Travel & 
subsistence 

£20812 £28 

Office 
expenses 

£17922 £3062 

Training £690 £0 

Marketing £812 £0 

Manageme
nt costs 

£262 £211 

Provision £4268 £343 

  £126470 £4,719 

Total £131189   
 

A message from the Chair 
of Trustees 

At New Routes we provide support to 
people from all across the world, who 
have come to Norwich fleeing conflict 
or persecution or who have migrated 
here for other reasons. As the plight of 
refugees and people seeking asylum 
has increased in the last year we have 
seen a huge rise in the numbers of 
people approaching our services. 
  
During the year 2015-16 New Routes 

has been very successful in meeting the challenges of a fast-
changing external environment: increased public attention, 
the arrival of new asylum seekers, refugees and migrants, a 
new Immigration Act, funding challenges and an increase in 
incidents of hate crime and xenophobia in the wake of Brexit. 
 
As the need increases, New Routes continues to do an 
amazing job working to identify and support the needs and 
aspirations of each participant. Our strength as an organisation 
is underpinned by our clear organisational objectives and 
mission. Dedicated staff and volunteers continue to work 
tirelessly on unique projects that attract over 250 participants 
each week.  
 
Our community centre is a cheerful, positive, energetic and 
purposeful place. An increase in activities and in the number of 
volunteers has meant we are ‘tripping over each other’ in our 
main office even though we rent additional space in another 
building. Our aspiration for the year ahead is to get all our 
services under one, considerably larger, roof.  But for now, our 
community centre increasingly feels like a lived-in space – 
comfortable, welcoming and easy to spend time in with friends 
and colleagues.  
 
New Routes is known as an organisation that will respond 
appropriately with programmes that address refugee and 
migrant issues. The local community and partner organisations 
can feel very proud of what we have achieved together in the 
last year, and of our shared commitment to an ethnically 
representative, cohesive community in the future. 
 
I would like to give my sincere thanks to ALL our funders for 
supporting New Routes’ wide range of programmes - with 
particular gratitude to Norfolk Community Foundation, Children 
in Need, Big Lottery and Tudor Trust. 
 
I would also like to thank our trustees, staff, volunteers and 
sessional tutors for their commitment and hard work in 
delivering the wide range of skill-building and social activities 
that we do. Abraham Eshetu, Chair of Trustees 
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At a glance...  

In 2015/16 we… 
 Had 13 sessions running weekly at our community 

centre 
 

 Trained 182 volunteers 
 

 Trained 14 participants as volunteers 
 

 Established 65 mentoring 
partnerships 
 

 Welcomed 171 
participants from 34 
countries at our 
International 
Workshops 
 

   

34 
nationalities 
represented 

182 
volunteers 

trained 

28 youth 
mentoring 

partnerships 

37 adult 
mentoring 

partnerships  
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The Norwich Integration Partnership 
Thanks to funding from Big Lottery and Tudor Trust, the Norwich Integration Partnership was launched 
in June 2015. As a result, New Routes, English Plus and The Bridge Plus+ –  all organisations in Norwich 
that work at grassroots level with the same client group - now have structures in place to share good 
practice and work more closely.   

We each offer distinct but complementary services to people from ethnic minority communities, 
navigating the problematic divide between arrival and living a full functioning life in the Norwich 
community. 

Key barriers to successful integration have been identified as lack of English language skills, cultural 
awareness and understanding, self-confidence and familiarity with how services operate in the UK.  
In addition, the uncertainty surrounding immigration status and finance, health issues, social isolation, 
a lack of opportunity to interact with the host community, and experience of racism, compound the 
traumas of family separation, disrupted education and employment, and the flight from 
persecution. 

NIP offers holistic pathways of support to address the multiple disadvantages and challenges faced 
by recently settled migrants with complex needs. The support and services include: information, 
advice, advocacy and race equality work (The Bridge Plus+), integrative language development 
education (English+), and one to one and group activities with skills development opportunities and 
personalised one-to-one support (New Routes). 

The formal working partnership strengthens the capacity of the partnership to improve working 
practices through sharing information, resources, time and expertise and to influence other 
mainstream providers in the field, with the aim of improving service provision and delivery to new 
communities in Norwich. 

 

Funded by… 
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New Routes Adult Mentoring & 
Befriending Programme 
 

The mentoring and befriending project has provided one-to-one 
support and guidance to 37 participants.  We have trained 53 
mentor/befrienders, many of whom support our colleagues at the 
Asylum Health Team by taking newly dispersed asylum seekers to 
access health and other appointments – and of course to bring 
them to New Routes to introduce them to other participants. 
 

In addition to volunteers from the local community, we have 
trained fourteen, more settled, ethnic minority participants to use 
the skills and knowledge that they have gained through their 
experience of creating a new life Norwich, to befriend those who 
have more recently arrived.  This increases the well-being of both 
the established participants and new arrivals, while validating the 
individual integration experience; creating a circle of support, 
knowledge and information sharing.  
 

We are creating links with the local workplace to recruit mentors 
with appropriate skills to partner those wishing to further their 
education or seek work, and to enable work experience 
opportunities. 
 

The project has held 3 events to highlight the benefits of cultural 
diversity and enjoyed several group activities and outings to the 
Norfolk coast and to local community events. 
 
Mentor and befriender volunteers engage in NCVO accredited, 2-
day intensive training, to build their communication and support 
skills and broaden their cultural understanding. 
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International Friendship Group 
Mondays 10:00 – 13:00 
 

 
The weekly group increases the social contacts of ethnic minority women, enabling cross-cultural 
friendships and understanding. It runs every Monday in term time from 10:00-13:00, followed by a 
delicious shared lunch cooked by members of the group. This year it has been attended by 83 
women from 21 countries. 
 
Sessions are designed to meet the day-to-day, practical language needs of recently resettled 
women who prefer single gender classes.  This enables the discussion of sensitive issues such as 
parenting skills, domestic violence and FGM, as well as developing the practical language of 
engaging with schools and health providers, healthy living, food hygiene and first aid. There are two 
groups: beginners and more advanced.  The beginners’ class focuses on the most immediate needs 
of recently settled people – talking to doctors, filling in forms, cultural expectations etc, while the 
more advanced class looks at the language of the workplace, understanding news reports, etc.  
 
Information is available on skill-building and learning at all New Routes activities and new social, 
educational and employment opportunities are explored at appropriate language levels. 
 
This year, the focus of the intermediate group has been on interview skills.  Several participants have 
trained as community researchers and have been able to support colleagues at Barnados to build a 
picture of attitudes to FGM and domestic violence in different ethnic communities; information from 
which has fed into their report on FGM. 
 
Many women bring pre-school children to the International Friendship Group sessions as volunteers 
engage them in play activities. 
 
New Routes International Friendship Group cooks have provided delicious International Cuisine for 
several local community events. 
 

"When I lived in London I only had 1 friend. But now at New Routes I have many friends" 

"I feel comfortable at New Routes" 

"It is nice not to be sat at home. I can meet my friends and learn English together" 
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Women’s Dance Fit 
Mondays 13:30 – 14:30, Wednesdays 10:00 – 11:00 
New Routes dance exercise class has run twice weekly through the school terms, attended by 76 
enthusiastic women of 10 different nationalities.  Participants report that dance improves their levels 
of energy and optimism and that worries and concerns vanish for the duration of sessions. 

One of our dance participants has trained to deliver dance/exercise workshops herself. She has 
done a one-week Nia dance course and passed her anatomy and physiology tests. She will be 
ready to set up her own business soon. 

 

Women’s Craft and Conversation 
Fridays 10:00 – 11:30 
This year 29 women from 8 different countries have attended the group. They share their experience 
of their own craft skills and traditions. This year participants and volunteers have been knitting, 
sewing, crocheting and making jewellery. They have made bunting, aprons, scarves, hats, clothes, 
necklaces and earrings. Some of the items have been used to raise funds. 

Feedback has shown that the skills and information gained by these women is highly valuable and 
that their levels of well-being have risen as a result of engaging in this activity. 

Thanks to the volunteers who support these sessions and the generous donations that allow this 
session to run.  

 

"It is nice to get out of the house and speak to other people" 

"I like making things for my family" 
 

Bright Wings  
The Bright Wings support post has provided ongoing CV and job application support for women 
attending New Routes, as well as continuous signposting of appropriate opportunities – identified 
through informal interviews to establish work ambitions and skills sets.  

Five refugee women attending New Routes will attend an employment workshop at the end of May 
hosted by Aviva where they will be assigned professional mentors for the duration of the half-day 
session, and will attend a follow-up session in the following months.  
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International Families Club 
Saturdays 15:00 – 17:30 
This year 72 participant families (of 33 nationalities) have attended the Saturday afternoon 
International Families Club.  Many new friendships have been forged across diverse cultures through 
engagement in shared creative and social activities. 
 
The International Families Club was involved in several projects with students from Norwich University 
of the Arts, including one on the ideas of shelter, house and home and another drama project. 
 
There were two well-attended Families Club summer holiday trips: Holkham Bay (always wonderful) 
and Colchester Zoo.  It rained just about every minute of the trip to Colchester Zoo but everyone 
had a really brilliant time in spite of the lack of sunshine. 
 
Our 2015 Refugee Week celebration event featured music by several participants and a wide 
choice of delicious, international food prepared by the best cooks in Norwich.  

 

Refugee Week 2015 
June 15th – 21st 2015 
Refugee Week 2015 saw New Routes collaborate closely with Cinema 
City for the first time to deliver a film screening and Q&A. The film 
screening was sold-out, paving the way for future collaborations with this 
Norwich institution! 

We also hosted our annual community celebration which was well 
attended – many people no doubt drawn in by our fantastic 
community chefs producing the best food in Norwich! 

We look forward to coordinating Refugee Week 2016, making it 
an even wider celebration across the city.  
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International Workshop 
Tuesdays & Thursdays 10:00 – 14:30 
 

The International Workshop meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and continues to attract many new 
participants, referred from outside agencies, partner organisations, and many by word of mouth. As 
our new premises, so welcome when we moved in, are now stretched to capacity, we have rented 
a nearby space, The Stage, where we hold overflow classes on both days. We now have four 
classes, twice weekly, with additional individual tuition where resources and space allow. Our 
volunteer teachers are all enthusiastic and committed, and we could not provide the high level of 
service without them. 
Our 171 participants come from 34 countries, allowing the wide intermingling of cultures and ideas. 

A number of participants have been in the UK for many years, and come to our groups with very 
limited English language skills, showing that it is not just new arrivals that find our activities welcome. 

We provide a free lunch for asylum seekers and unwaged refugees, asking for a small donation from 
those other participants who are employed or who wish to donate. 

We continue to offer help and guidance to our participants, to help them overcome the many 
confusing issues confronting them in their new lives. 

The group had an enjoyable trip to Sheringham in August. 

 

"I like to understand about life in the UK and enjoy helping others in the class" 

 

 

FGM Peer Research Project 
January-March 2016 
New Routes was one of four local organisations (NAGO, WORD and GYROS) who collaborated with 
Barnardo’s and Forward in a PEER Research Project on FGM (female genital mutilation) in Norfolk. 
Three New Routes clients from FGM-affected communities were trained as PEER Researchers and 
then carried out interviews with members of their community. This was the first research of its kind to 
have been carried out in the East of England. This report can be accessed at 
http://nationalfgmcentre.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Peer-Research-National-FGM-
Centre.pdf The research was followed up with Men’s and Women’s workshops.  
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Art Club 
Thursdays 14:30-16:30 
Art club was initiated by volunteers and has been successfully running after the English class on 
Thursday afternoons. This has been a relaxed, calm session attended mostly by young adults to 
express themselves creatively through different mediums such as painting, collage and printing.  

Music Club 
Wednesdays 16:00-18:00 
Volunteers Steph Douet, Sithabile Dube, and Duda Moleque helped run music club, passing on their 
expertise in piano, guitar, flute, singing etc to participants. Duda, a Brazilian percussion musician, 
prepared a performance with participants for MIND Festival of cultures. From January 2016 we 
worked in partnership with The Garage on a ‘Music Tech’ project. This involved young people 
working together to produce a music video. 
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The Grange – Great Cressingham 
Residential trips August 2015, 
November 2015, March 2016 
In August 2015, New Routes made its first trip to The Grange – Great 
Cressingham, a permaculture smallholding and family home that hosts 
skills-building retreats for asylum seekers, refugees and survivors of 
torture. Over the week-long residential, 12 single asylum seeking and 
refugee participants and four staff members and volunteers had the 
opportunity to spend time gardening, working on building projects 
(together we built a bridge!), learning new craft skills, cooking together, 
and enjoying some peaceful time in nature. 

The countryside setting for The Grange is a balm for participants, 
especially those in the asylum system who struggle without any routine 
to their days and weeks. The activities give participants a sense of 
purpose, and the family environment provides a safe space for some 
respite from the daily stresses of life in the asylum system or as a newly 
settled refugee. 

This first residential was the beginning of a strong relationship with The 
Grange, leading to a second residential weekend in November 2015, 
and another week-long residential in March 2016. In May 2016 we will 
begin to run regular midweek trips to The Grange for Workday 
Wednesdays, where participants can work towards earning the John 
Muir Discovery Award. 

We have received very positive feedback from participants who have 
spent time at The Grange, with many reporting that being in nature 
brings back positive memories of home, and that it is the first time they 
have been able to sleep soundly since arriving in the UK. 

 

“The Grange gives you peace of mind, you can think clearly there. I 
felt relaxed and enjoyed every moment. It was really one of the best 
weeks I spent in the UK.” 

 

“The fresh air, feeling free … I feel like I am back at home in 
Sudan” 

 

“After not working for two years I really enjoyed the physical work 
and being able to use my body.” 
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Youth: Homework Club 

Tuesdays 16:00-18:00 & Saturdays 13:30-15:00 

Volunteers, mostly youth volunteers studying at University of 
East Anglia, have been working one on one with young 
participants during homework club sessions. 56 different 
young people have participated from 21 different 
countries of origin. Participants have been supported with 
a variety of things including school/college work, exam 
revision, CV writing, job applications and UCAS 
applications. The young people have been able to take 
advantage of stationery and IT facilities – including new 
laptops which New Routes secured funding for.   

Homework Club participants went on an educational trip 
to London in the summer. This included a street art tour of 
East London, a bite to eat at the oldest Bagel shop in 
London, visits to the Museum of London and the Barbican, 
and lunch on the Southbank! Needless to say, everyone 
had a good rest on the train back to Norwich! 

 

 

Youth: Mixed Martial Arts  
Fridays 18:00-19:30 
The past year has been very busy at MMA with 69 young people (aged 11-21) from 20 different 
countries of origin taking part, with an average of 13 at each session.  Tomek Kuczynski has 
continued to teach the class with enthusiasm, covering different disciplines such as boxing, muay 
thai and wrestling. As well as fighting skills participants have learnt self-discipline and respect and 
one young man has even gone on to train at Icon MMA Academy. The class also acts as a gateway 
for young people to be referred onto other New Routes youth activities. Funding gained for new 
equipment has meant that the variety of exercises has been increased. 
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Youth mentoring 
There have been many cross-cultural mentoring partnerships over the year, with up to 28 active 
partnerships at some points in the year! Mentors and mentees from 23 different countries of origin 
took part from: Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Malawi, Pakistan, Switzerland, 
Norway, United Kingdom, Eritrea, Portugal, Romania, France, Northern Ireland, Libya, India, Gambia, 
Germany, Bangladesh, Iran, Sri Lanka, Iraq, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Malaysia.  

Mentors have helped their mentees identify and achieve targets and goals ranging from getting into 
university, to learning an instrument, to improving behaviour in school. The one on one support 
provided by the mentoring scheme has made a big difference to both the mentors and mentees 
who develop their skills, confidence and circles of acquaintance.  

Youth mentors have been recruited from University of East Anglia, local schools and colleges and 
have all undergone New Communities Awareness Training, Mentoring & Befriending Training and 
SAFER Child Protection Training.  

Socials for mentors and mentee included a Go Karting and beach trip to Cromer where many new 
friendships were made and team building skills developed.  
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Lamplight database 
New Routes has recently installed and implemented a database called Lamplight. It is a database 
specifically designed for use by voluntary organisations such as ours. We were introduced to it by the 
very helpful technology and innovation support organisation, Three Hands. 

Each person or organisation that we work with has their own profile, with contact details, personal 
background information, a record of our involvement with them, and more.  We can securely store 
all details for staff, volunteers and participant.  

Staff record all activities and interventions and those of our participants, and are able to see all 
recorded engagements, both in-house and in the wider community. 

We can track participants’ progress against identified indicators of success, and produce reports to 
provide evidence for New Routes’ learning and for our funders. 

After a long implementation process, the database has been enthusiastically adopted by staff and 
is well supported by the supplier and easily adaptable for our future needs. 

 

Looking forward to 2016/2017 
2016/17 looks set to be another busy year for New Routes with many further developments. Following 
the securing of funding from Norwich City Council, New Routes will next year (2016) coordinate 
Norwich Refugee Week, bringing together diverse sectors and organisations from around the city in 
celebration of the contribution of refugees and asylum seekers to our city. 

Next year will see us working more closely with partner organisations, both through the Norwich 
Integration Partnership, and with The Grange – Great Cressingham. From spring 2016 we will add to 
our weekly activities Workday Wednesdays at The Grange, giving participants the opportunity to 
leave the city and benefit from working outside in nature. We strongly believe that time spent at The 
Grange is a valuable opportunity for participants, especially in promoting positive mental health, 
having received overwhelmingly positive feedback on the trips taken there so far. 

Having identified a lack of cultural understanding around gender relations and sexual relationships in 
the UK among some of our participants, we will work together with the Terrence Higgins Trust to 
deliver workshops that address these issues with both male and female participants. The first 
workshop will run with male participants in August 2016. We intend for this to be a pilot programme 
to inform future delivery of such workshops.  

Together with our NIP partners and The Grange – Great Cressingham, September 2016 will see the 
launch of Norwich as a City of Sanctuary, City of Sanctuary is a national movement committed to 
creating a culture of welcome and opportunity for those seeking refuge from war and persecution in 
cities across the UK. Through City of Sanctuary we hope to extend the already established network 
of organisations working with refugees and asylum seekers to all sectors in the city and to enable 
interested organisations to pledge their support to the movement and learn how to turn goodwill 
into practical action. 
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Meet the New Routes team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

We would like to thank the following for all their support this year: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ellerdale Trust 

Dee Robinson, Projects 
Coordinator 

projects@newroutes.org.uk 

Roshan Dykes, Youth Projects 
Coordinator 

youth@newroutes.org.uk

Amélie Sells, Development & 
Communications Coordinator 

development@newroutes.org.uk

Rodger Ashwell, Workshops 
Coordinator 

workshops@newroutes.org.uk

Louise Hanwell, Administrator 

info@newroutes.org.uk 
 

Rachel Freeborn, Development & 
Communications Coordinator 

A very big thank you 
to our sessional tutors 

and volunteers! 
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